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Synthetic cavity QED: Raman driving

Tunable coupling via Raman
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Multimode cavities
Confocal cavity L = R:

Modes Ξl,m(r) = Hl(x)Hm(y), l + m
fixed parity

Tune between
degenerate vs non-degenerate
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1 Introduction: Tunable multimode Cavity QED

2 Density wave polaritons
Superradiance transition
Supermode density wave polariton condensation
Degenerate limit

3 Spin wave polaritons
Spin glass
Effects of loss

4 Meissner-like effect
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Mapping transverse pumping to Dicke model
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Classical dynamics

Changing U:
U = 0
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Single mode experiments
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news & views

Just as matter is used to control the 
propagation of light waves, light can 
be used to manipulate matter waves. 

In typical situations, such as when light 
is guided by lenses or mirrors or when 
particles are trapped by optical tweezers and 
laser cooling, only one of the two e!ects 
is signi"cant.

However, con"ning a cold gas in a 
high-"nesse optical resonator creates an 
unusual situation in which particles and 
photons dynamically in#uence each other’s 
motion by momentum exchange on an 
equal footing. $e particles create a dynamic 
refractive index that di!racts the light waves. 
$ese interfere and form structured optical 
potentials that guide the particles’ motion. In 
the simple generic case of high-"eld-seeking 
atoms in between two plane mirrors, one 
"nds a well-de"ned threshold illumination 
intensity above which the particles order in 
a regular crystalline structure. $ey form 
ordered patterns with Bragg planes, which 
optimally couple the pump laser into the 
resonator1. $is maximizes the resonator 
"eld and thus minimizes the potential 
energy of particles trapped around local "eld 
maxima. $e scaling of this phase-stable 
super-radiant scattering with the square 
of the particle number has been observed 
experimentally, and is a clear signature of 
such self-ordering2.

Sarang Gopalakrishnan and colleagues, 
reporting on page 845 of this issue3, 
generalize the description of these complex 
coupled nonlinear dynamics by considering 
ultracold quantum gases in a multimode 
optical resonator. Here, photons and 
atoms can dynamically occupy a large 
number of modes. Using a functional-
integral formalism adapted from quantum 
"eld theory, Gopalakrishnan et al. are 
able to derive an e!ective atom-only 
action from which they uncover a wealth 
of new phenomena in this generalized 
con"guration. One important result is that 
the phase transition to a crystal arrangement 
is "rst order and persists down to zero 
temperature. $is represents a genuine 
quantum phase transition that involves 
translational-symmetry breaking. It is 

analogous to Brazovskii’s transition — where 
a uniform spatial distribution abruptly 
transforms into a stripe pattern4. $is phase 
transition at zero temperature is solely driven 
by quantum #uctuations of the particle 
"elds, which are dynamically ampli"ed and 
develop into macroscopic spatial-density 
variations. ($is resembles the way that 
large-scale structures are supposed to have 
appeared from quantum noise in the early 
Universe.) $e spatial correlations and 
the form of the emerging structures are 
determined by the wavevectors supported 
by the optical-resonator geometry. With 
the help of extra con"nement potentials for 
the particles that are introduced by light 
sheets, the dimensions of the emerging 
patterns can be externally controlled. Models 
with several interacting layered planes can 
be implemented.

As an extra bonus, the set-up includes a 
built-in non-destructive monitoring system 
by virtue of analysis of the scattered light 
"elds. In particular, at near-zero temperature 
the scattered light contains clear signatures 

of the nucleation of new atomic quantum 
phases5. $us, real-time non-destructive 
monitoring of the dynamics of a quantum 
phase transition can be foreseen.

As cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) set-ups with single particles 
coupled to super-mirror resonators pose 
severe experimental challenges, theoretical 
considerations invoking degenerate 
quantum gases were long considered to be 
thought experiments only. However, using 
the recent exciting developments in the 
optical manipulation of ultracold gases, 
several teams have now implemented cavity-
QED systems involving Bose–Einstein 
condensates and super mirrors. Up to 
a million atoms at close to T = 0 can be 
trapped in the "eld of a few photons (or 
even a single one)6,7. $ese experiments 
enter the strong-coupling regime where 
coherent quantum coupling dominates 
dissipation by more than three orders of 
magnitude. Here, the optical potentials 
and thus the light forces have genuine 
quantum properties so that the light and the 
particles become dynamically entangled. 
As a consequence, the dynamics can lead to 
superpositions of light-"eld states associated 
with di!erent atomic quantum phases as 
an exotic form of a Schrödinger-cat state. 
$e strong coherent coupling of atoms and 
photons can also be used as a controllable 
prototype interface of photonic- and atom-
based quantum computing.

Whereas ultracold atoms interact directly 
only at close distances, the modi"cation of 
the light "eld induced by a single particle 
in#uences the optical potential for virtually 
all other particles in the system8. $is long-
range interaction can be tailored through the 
mirror geometry, and acts in a similar way to 
acoustic phonons in solid crystals. $is adds 
an extra dimension to optical-lattice physics 
with ultracold quantum gases, which is 
already one of the most fruitful areas at the 
boundary of atomic and solid-state physics9, 
including the physics of phonons, polarons 
or momentum-space pairing of particles.

$e tremendous recent progress 
has now surpassed the limits in readily 
available theoretical models. In complex 

QUANTUM OPTICS

Crystals of atoms and light
Cold atoms and photons confined together in high-quality optical resonators self-organize into complicated 
crystalline structures that have an optical-wavelength scale. Complex solid-state phenomena can be studied in real 
time on directly observable scales.

Helmut Ritsch

Bragg planes

Pump laserPump laser

Figure 1 | Simulated stationary distribution of 
1,000 high-field-seeking atoms in an optical 
resonator transversely illuminated by laser light. 
The atoms self-order in a crystalline structure with 
Bragg planes (dashed diagonal lines as a guide to 
the eye) maximizing the coherent scattering into 
the resonator mode as predicted and observed in 
refs 1 and 2.
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Thermal atoms, momentum state

Observation of Collective Friction Forces due to Spatial Self-Organization of Atoms:
From Rayleigh to Bragg Scattering

Adam T. Black, Hilton W. Chan, and Vladan Vuletić
Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-4060, USA

(Received 23 April 2003; published 11 November 2003)

We demonstrate that emission-induced self-organization of two-level atoms can effect strong
damping of the sample’s center-of-mass motion. When illuminated by far-detuned light, cold cesium
atoms assemble into a density grating that efficiently diffracts the incident light into an optical
resonator. We observe random phase jumps of ! in the emitted light, confirming spontaneous symmetry
breaking in the atomic self-organization. The Bragg diffraction results in a collective friction force with
center-of-mass deceleration up to 1000 m=s2 that is effective even for an open atomic transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.203001 PACS numbers: 32.80.Lg, 32.80.Pj

The dramatic success of laser cooling and trapping of
neutral atoms has relied on light forces and scattering
processes that act independently on the individual atoms
in the sample [1]. Making use of Rayleigh or Raman
scattering from a diffuse gas, conventional Doppler and
polarization gradient cooling techniques deteriorate as
the optical density of the atomic sample increases. The
need for cycling transitions in these cooling processes has
also limited the number of accessible atomic species. If
the atomic sample is spatially ordered, however, Rayleigh
scattering by individual atoms does not correctly describe
the light-atom interaction. Rather, interference in the
light emitted by the sample that is associated with the
atomic position and momentum distribution can give rise
to greatly enhanced scattering rates, as in Bragg scatter-
ing. This raises the intriguing possibility of light forces
on an ordered atomic sample that cannot be modeled as
the sum of single-atom forces, and whose performance
may improve as the atom number increases.

From the point of view of optical gain, spatial ordering
of two-level atoms has been invoked to explain apparent-
ly inversionless gain mechanisms, as in recoil-induced
resonances and the collective atomic recoil laser [2–8].
Inside an optical resonator, ‘‘self-oscillation’’ in the ab-
sence of a probe beam has been observed for a driven
sample [7,8]. There, the initial atomic density grating
formation is due to field and atomic density fluctuations
in an atom-field system characterized by a collective
instability [7]. However, few experimental studies of the
atomic motion itself [9] have been conducted.

The atomic self-organization and collectively en-
hanced scattering are of particular interest in light of
efforts to use an optical resonator’s modification of scat-
tering rates to achieve frictional light forces [10–15].
Along these lines, Domokos and Ritsch have recently
predicted self-organization of driven two-level atoms in
the regime of strong atom-cavity coupling, accompanied
by trapping and cooling of the atomic sample [15]. They
further argue that, as the atoms organize, they make a
collective, symmetry-breaking choice between two
equivalent but spatially offset lattice configurations.

We experimentally confirm the predicted stochastic
lattice formation by observing random ! jumps in the
time phase of the Bragg-scattered intracavity light.
Moreover, we observe collectively enhanced friction
forces damping the center-of-mass (c.m.) motion of
two-level Cs atoms at peak decelerations of 103 m=s2

and light-atom detunings up to !6 GHz. Because the
collective damping force is present even on an open
transition and in the weak-coupling regime, we anticipate
the possibility of slowing samples of other polarizable
particles.

The experimental apparatus [Fig. 1(a)] and procedure
are similar to those described in Ref. [14]. A nearly
confocal optical resonator with finesse F " 1000 and
length L " 7:5 cm is oriented along the vertical z axis.
The cavity has a free spectral range of c=2L " 2 GHz
and a multimode transmission spectrum width of
about 200 MHz [14]. A retroreflected laser beam along
the horizontal x axis with waist size w0 " 2 mm inter-
sects the cavity center. This y-polarized pump beam,
tuned near the cesium D2 transition wavelength " "
2!=k " 852 nm, is derived from a tunable diode laser
and amplified to a power of 160 mW in a semiconductor
tapered amplifier, yielding single-beam intensities up to
I=Is " 4:6# 103, where Is " 1:1 mW=cm2 is the D line

Cavity Mirrors

Emitted Light
Pump Beams

X

Z Fg=4

Fg=3

Fe
'

!i

"a
(a) (b) 6P3/2

6S1/2

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic experimental setup. Atoms falling
along the cavity axis are illuminated by horizontal pump
beams and self-organize into a density grating, emitting into
the cavity. (b) Cs D2 line. The atom approximates an open two-
level system Fg " 4 ! F0

e since the light-atom detuning is
much greater than the excited state hyperfine splitting.
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For short Toff , the relative phase is predominantly
!! ! 0. As Toff increases, relative phases of !! ! "
appear, and the difference f0 " f" decays with a time
constant # ! #11$ 3% $s. Optical-path-length drifts in
the interferometer then cause a slow decay in f0 and f",
and an increase in f"=2 to the 10% random-phase level.

Having confirmed a mechanism for the emission, we
investigate the forces on falling atoms interacting with
the pump light after the MOT is extinguished. The col-
lective emission into the cavity leads to strong damping of
the c.m. motion of the atoms, an effect qualitatively
similar to that predicted by Gangl et al. for atoms in a
multimode ring cavity [11]. The TOF measurements in-
dicate that, following emission, a large fraction of the
atoms is substantially decelerated (inset of Fig. 4). For
atoms with an initial velocity v0 ! 15 cm=s at the time of
illumination, decelerations of about 300 m=s2 are ob-
served, with typically a third of the atoms being slowed.
The TOF trace shown indicates a final velocity of 4 cm=s,
while those with the largest delays indicate that the cloud
is stopped before the emission ends.

For driven atoms falling at velocity v > 0, the mea-
sured intracavity power is modulated at a frequency given
initially by twice the atomic Doppler effect 2!d ! 2kv
(Fig. 4). This modulation can be explained as the beat note
between fields emitted upward and downward, which are
Doppler shifted by &!d. Alternatively, it can be ex-
plained by the spatial variation with period %=2 of the
atom-cavity coupling, whereby falling atoms cannot emit
at a node of the intracavity standing wave. The changing
modulation frequency then indicates the atomic accelera-
tion, as displayed in Fig. 4. These measured accelerations
are consistent with the TOF measurements. The peak
accelerations, up to "1000 m=s2, occur shortly after the
onset of the collective emission. Heating of the delayed
atoms is consistent with recoil heating at the photon
scattering rate into the cavity. While most of our data
are taken in the range "1:77 ' &a=2" ' "1:57 GHz,

we observe damping for pump-atom detunings up to
&a=2" ( "5:7 GHz, limited only by the pump intensity
needed to reach threshold. For blue pump-atom detunings
up to &a=2" ( 2:5 GHz there is collective emission but
no c.m. damping.

Since the pump-atom detuning &a is much larger than
the atoms’ excited-state hyperfine splitting [Fig. 1(a)], the
transition Fg ! 4 ! Fe can be treated as an open, two-
level system with decay to the Fg ! 3 ground state. If the
repumper counteracting the decay is turned off during the
application of the pump beam, the ensuing TOF traces are
similar to that displayed in the inset of Fig. 4, with a
similar fraction of 40% of the sample being slowed. For
an initial c.m. velocity of v0 ! 15 cm=s the Bragg scat-
tering lasts up to 200 $s, slowing the sample to a final
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reporting on page 845 of this issue3, 
generalize the description of these complex 
coupled nonlinear dynamics by considering 
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atoms can dynamically occupy a large 
number of modes. Using a functional-
integral formalism adapted from quantum 
"eld theory, Gopalakrishnan et al. are 
able to derive an e!ective atom-only 
action from which they uncover a wealth 
of new phenomena in this generalized 
con"guration. One important result is that 
the phase transition to a crystal arrangement 
is "rst order and persists down to zero 
temperature. $is represents a genuine 
quantum phase transition that involves 
translational-symmetry breaking. It is 

analogous to Brazovskii’s transition — where 
a uniform spatial distribution abruptly 
transforms into a stripe pattern4. $is phase 
transition at zero temperature is solely driven 
by quantum #uctuations of the particle 
"elds, which are dynamically ampli"ed and 
develop into macroscopic spatial-density 
variations. ($is resembles the way that 
large-scale structures are supposed to have 
appeared from quantum noise in the early 
Universe.) $e spatial correlations and 
the form of the emerging structures are 
determined by the wavevectors supported 
by the optical-resonator geometry. With 
the help of extra con"nement potentials for 
the particles that are introduced by light 
sheets, the dimensions of the emerging 
patterns can be externally controlled. Models 
with several interacting layered planes can 
be implemented.

As an extra bonus, the set-up includes a 
built-in non-destructive monitoring system 
by virtue of analysis of the scattered light 
"elds. In particular, at near-zero temperature 
the scattered light contains clear signatures 

of the nucleation of new atomic quantum 
phases5. $us, real-time non-destructive 
monitoring of the dynamics of a quantum 
phase transition can be foreseen.

As cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) set-ups with single particles 
coupled to super-mirror resonators pose 
severe experimental challenges, theoretical 
considerations invoking degenerate 
quantum gases were long considered to be 
thought experiments only. However, using 
the recent exciting developments in the 
optical manipulation of ultracold gases, 
several teams have now implemented cavity-
QED systems involving Bose–Einstein 
condensates and super mirrors. Up to 
a million atoms at close to T = 0 can be 
trapped in the "eld of a few photons (or 
even a single one)6,7. $ese experiments 
enter the strong-coupling regime where 
coherent quantum coupling dominates 
dissipation by more than three orders of 
magnitude. Here, the optical potentials 
and thus the light forces have genuine 
quantum properties so that the light and the 
particles become dynamically entangled. 
As a consequence, the dynamics can lead to 
superpositions of light-"eld states associated 
with di!erent atomic quantum phases as 
an exotic form of a Schrödinger-cat state. 
$e strong coherent coupling of atoms and 
photons can also be used as a controllable 
prototype interface of photonic- and atom-
based quantum computing.

Whereas ultracold atoms interact directly 
only at close distances, the modi"cation of 
the light "eld induced by a single particle 
in#uences the optical potential for virtually 
all other particles in the system8. $is long-
range interaction can be tailored through the 
mirror geometry, and acts in a similar way to 
acoustic phonons in solid crystals. $is adds 
an extra dimension to optical-lattice physics 
with ultracold quantum gases, which is 
already one of the most fruitful areas at the 
boundary of atomic and solid-state physics9, 
including the physics of phonons, polarons 
or momentum-space pairing of particles.

$e tremendous recent progress 
has now surpassed the limits in readily 
available theoretical models. In complex 

QUANTUM OPTICS

Crystals of atoms and light
Cold atoms and photons confined together in high-quality optical resonators self-organize into complicated 
crystalline structures that have an optical-wavelength scale. Complex solid-state phenomena can be studied in real 
time on directly observable scales.

Helmut Ritsch
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Figure 1 | Simulated stationary distribution of 
1,000 high-field-seeking atoms in an optical 
resonator transversely illuminated by laser light. 
The atoms self-order in a crystalline structure with 
Bragg planes (dashed diagonal lines as a guide to 
the eye) maximizing the coherent scattering into 
the resonator mode as predicted and observed in 
refs 1 and 2.
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Observation of Collective Friction Forces due to Spatial Self-Organization of Atoms:
From Rayleigh to Bragg Scattering
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We demonstrate that emission-induced self-organization of two-level atoms can effect strong
damping of the sample’s center-of-mass motion. When illuminated by far-detuned light, cold cesium
atoms assemble into a density grating that efficiently diffracts the incident light into an optical
resonator. We observe random phase jumps of ! in the emitted light, confirming spontaneous symmetry
breaking in the atomic self-organization. The Bragg diffraction results in a collective friction force with
center-of-mass deceleration up to 1000 m=s2 that is effective even for an open atomic transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.203001 PACS numbers: 32.80.Lg, 32.80.Pj

The dramatic success of laser cooling and trapping of
neutral atoms has relied on light forces and scattering
processes that act independently on the individual atoms
in the sample [1]. Making use of Rayleigh or Raman
scattering from a diffuse gas, conventional Doppler and
polarization gradient cooling techniques deteriorate as
the optical density of the atomic sample increases. The
need for cycling transitions in these cooling processes has
also limited the number of accessible atomic species. If
the atomic sample is spatially ordered, however, Rayleigh
scattering by individual atoms does not correctly describe
the light-atom interaction. Rather, interference in the
light emitted by the sample that is associated with the
atomic position and momentum distribution can give rise
to greatly enhanced scattering rates, as in Bragg scatter-
ing. This raises the intriguing possibility of light forces
on an ordered atomic sample that cannot be modeled as
the sum of single-atom forces, and whose performance
may improve as the atom number increases.

From the point of view of optical gain, spatial ordering
of two-level atoms has been invoked to explain apparent-
ly inversionless gain mechanisms, as in recoil-induced
resonances and the collective atomic recoil laser [2–8].
Inside an optical resonator, ‘‘self-oscillation’’ in the ab-
sence of a probe beam has been observed for a driven
sample [7,8]. There, the initial atomic density grating
formation is due to field and atomic density fluctuations
in an atom-field system characterized by a collective
instability [7]. However, few experimental studies of the
atomic motion itself [9] have been conducted.

The atomic self-organization and collectively en-
hanced scattering are of particular interest in light of
efforts to use an optical resonator’s modification of scat-
tering rates to achieve frictional light forces [10–15].
Along these lines, Domokos and Ritsch have recently
predicted self-organization of driven two-level atoms in
the regime of strong atom-cavity coupling, accompanied
by trapping and cooling of the atomic sample [15]. They
further argue that, as the atoms organize, they make a
collective, symmetry-breaking choice between two
equivalent but spatially offset lattice configurations.

We experimentally confirm the predicted stochastic
lattice formation by observing random ! jumps in the
time phase of the Bragg-scattered intracavity light.
Moreover, we observe collectively enhanced friction
forces damping the center-of-mass (c.m.) motion of
two-level Cs atoms at peak decelerations of 103 m=s2

and light-atom detunings up to !6 GHz. Because the
collective damping force is present even on an open
transition and in the weak-coupling regime, we anticipate
the possibility of slowing samples of other polarizable
particles.

The experimental apparatus [Fig. 1(a)] and procedure
are similar to those described in Ref. [14]. A nearly
confocal optical resonator with finesse F " 1000 and
length L " 7:5 cm is oriented along the vertical z axis.
The cavity has a free spectral range of c=2L " 2 GHz
and a multimode transmission spectrum width of
about 200 MHz [14]. A retroreflected laser beam along
the horizontal x axis with waist size w0 " 2 mm inter-
sects the cavity center. This y-polarized pump beam,
tuned near the cesium D2 transition wavelength " "
2!=k " 852 nm, is derived from a tunable diode laser
and amplified to a power of 160 mW in a semiconductor
tapered amplifier, yielding single-beam intensities up to
I=Is " 4:6# 103, where Is " 1:1 mW=cm2 is the D line
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic experimental setup. Atoms falling
along the cavity axis are illuminated by horizontal pump
beams and self-organize into a density grating, emitting into
the cavity. (b) Cs D2 line. The atom approximates an open two-
level system Fg " 4 ! F0

e since the light-atom detuning is
much greater than the excited state hyperfine splitting.
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For short Toff , the relative phase is predominantly
!! ! 0. As Toff increases, relative phases of !! ! "
appear, and the difference f0 " f" decays with a time
constant # ! #11$ 3% $s. Optical-path-length drifts in
the interferometer then cause a slow decay in f0 and f",
and an increase in f"=2 to the 10% random-phase level.

Having confirmed a mechanism for the emission, we
investigate the forces on falling atoms interacting with
the pump light after the MOT is extinguished. The col-
lective emission into the cavity leads to strong damping of
the c.m. motion of the atoms, an effect qualitatively
similar to that predicted by Gangl et al. for atoms in a
multimode ring cavity [11]. The TOF measurements in-
dicate that, following emission, a large fraction of the
atoms is substantially decelerated (inset of Fig. 4). For
atoms with an initial velocity v0 ! 15 cm=s at the time of
illumination, decelerations of about 300 m=s2 are ob-
served, with typically a third of the atoms being slowed.
The TOF trace shown indicates a final velocity of 4 cm=s,
while those with the largest delays indicate that the cloud
is stopped before the emission ends.

For driven atoms falling at velocity v > 0, the mea-
sured intracavity power is modulated at a frequency given
initially by twice the atomic Doppler effect 2!d ! 2kv
(Fig. 4). This modulation can be explained as the beat note
between fields emitted upward and downward, which are
Doppler shifted by &!d. Alternatively, it can be ex-
plained by the spatial variation with period %=2 of the
atom-cavity coupling, whereby falling atoms cannot emit
at a node of the intracavity standing wave. The changing
modulation frequency then indicates the atomic accelera-
tion, as displayed in Fig. 4. These measured accelerations
are consistent with the TOF measurements. The peak
accelerations, up to "1000 m=s2, occur shortly after the
onset of the collective emission. Heating of the delayed
atoms is consistent with recoil heating at the photon
scattering rate into the cavity. While most of our data
are taken in the range "1:77 ' &a=2" ' "1:57 GHz,

we observe damping for pump-atom detunings up to
&a=2" ( "5:7 GHz, limited only by the pump intensity
needed to reach threshold. For blue pump-atom detunings
up to &a=2" ( 2:5 GHz there is collective emission but
no c.m. damping.

Since the pump-atom detuning &a is much larger than
the atoms’ excited-state hyperfine splitting [Fig. 1(a)], the
transition Fg ! 4 ! Fe can be treated as an open, two-
level system with decay to the Fg ! 3 ground state. If the
repumper counteracting the decay is turned off during the
application of the pump beam, the ensuing TOF traces are
similar to that displayed in the inset of Fig. 4, with a
similar fraction of 40% of the sample being slowed. For
an initial c.m. velocity of v0 ! 15 cm=s the Bragg scat-
tering lasts up to 200 $s, slowing the sample to a final
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FIG. 4. The emitted power (thin line) during the illumination
of a falling atomic cloud. The beat frequency is used to
calculate the deceleration (thick line). The inset shows the
time-of-flight signal, in arbitrary units, of atomic clouds with-
out (gray line) and with (black line) a 400 $s exposure to the
pump beam. Here the pump I=Is ! 420, &a=2" !
"1:580 GHz, and !c=2" ! "10 MHz. The atom number is
N ! 2:6) 107.
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FIG. 2. Simultaneous time traces of the intracavity
intensity (a) (arbitrary units) and field phase (b). The param-
eters are N ! 8:2) 106, &a=2" ! "1:59 GHz, !c=2" !
"20 MHz, and I=Is ! 440.
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FIG. 3. The fraction of pulse pairs with relative phase shift
!! is plotted versus pulse separation time. The solid circles,
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the same as for Fig. 2, except here N ! 1:3) 107. The inset
shows the two possible lattice configurations producing relative
phase shift !! ! " in the emitted light.
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news & views

Just as matter is used to control the 
propagation of light waves, light can 
be used to manipulate matter waves. 

In typical situations, such as when light 
is guided by lenses or mirrors or when 
particles are trapped by optical tweezers and 
laser cooling, only one of the two e!ects 
is signi"cant.

However, con"ning a cold gas in a 
high-"nesse optical resonator creates an 
unusual situation in which particles and 
photons dynamically in#uence each other’s 
motion by momentum exchange on an 
equal footing. $e particles create a dynamic 
refractive index that di!racts the light waves. 
$ese interfere and form structured optical 
potentials that guide the particles’ motion. In 
the simple generic case of high-"eld-seeking 
atoms in between two plane mirrors, one 
"nds a well-de"ned threshold illumination 
intensity above which the particles order in 
a regular crystalline structure. $ey form 
ordered patterns with Bragg planes, which 
optimally couple the pump laser into the 
resonator1. $is maximizes the resonator 
"eld and thus minimizes the potential 
energy of particles trapped around local "eld 
maxima. $e scaling of this phase-stable 
super-radiant scattering with the square 
of the particle number has been observed 
experimentally, and is a clear signature of 
such self-ordering2.

Sarang Gopalakrishnan and colleagues, 
reporting on page 845 of this issue3, 
generalize the description of these complex 
coupled nonlinear dynamics by considering 
ultracold quantum gases in a multimode 
optical resonator. Here, photons and 
atoms can dynamically occupy a large 
number of modes. Using a functional-
integral formalism adapted from quantum 
"eld theory, Gopalakrishnan et al. are 
able to derive an e!ective atom-only 
action from which they uncover a wealth 
of new phenomena in this generalized 
con"guration. One important result is that 
the phase transition to a crystal arrangement 
is "rst order and persists down to zero 
temperature. $is represents a genuine 
quantum phase transition that involves 
translational-symmetry breaking. It is 

analogous to Brazovskii’s transition — where 
a uniform spatial distribution abruptly 
transforms into a stripe pattern4. $is phase 
transition at zero temperature is solely driven 
by quantum #uctuations of the particle 
"elds, which are dynamically ampli"ed and 
develop into macroscopic spatial-density 
variations. ($is resembles the way that 
large-scale structures are supposed to have 
appeared from quantum noise in the early 
Universe.) $e spatial correlations and 
the form of the emerging structures are 
determined by the wavevectors supported 
by the optical-resonator geometry. With 
the help of extra con"nement potentials for 
the particles that are introduced by light 
sheets, the dimensions of the emerging 
patterns can be externally controlled. Models 
with several interacting layered planes can 
be implemented.

As an extra bonus, the set-up includes a 
built-in non-destructive monitoring system 
by virtue of analysis of the scattered light 
"elds. In particular, at near-zero temperature 
the scattered light contains clear signatures 

of the nucleation of new atomic quantum 
phases5. $us, real-time non-destructive 
monitoring of the dynamics of a quantum 
phase transition can be foreseen.

As cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) set-ups with single particles 
coupled to super-mirror resonators pose 
severe experimental challenges, theoretical 
considerations invoking degenerate 
quantum gases were long considered to be 
thought experiments only. However, using 
the recent exciting developments in the 
optical manipulation of ultracold gases, 
several teams have now implemented cavity-
QED systems involving Bose–Einstein 
condensates and super mirrors. Up to 
a million atoms at close to T = 0 can be 
trapped in the "eld of a few photons (or 
even a single one)6,7. $ese experiments 
enter the strong-coupling regime where 
coherent quantum coupling dominates 
dissipation by more than three orders of 
magnitude. Here, the optical potentials 
and thus the light forces have genuine 
quantum properties so that the light and the 
particles become dynamically entangled. 
As a consequence, the dynamics can lead to 
superpositions of light-"eld states associated 
with di!erent atomic quantum phases as 
an exotic form of a Schrödinger-cat state. 
$e strong coherent coupling of atoms and 
photons can also be used as a controllable 
prototype interface of photonic- and atom-
based quantum computing.

Whereas ultracold atoms interact directly 
only at close distances, the modi"cation of 
the light "eld induced by a single particle 
in#uences the optical potential for virtually 
all other particles in the system8. $is long-
range interaction can be tailored through the 
mirror geometry, and acts in a similar way to 
acoustic phonons in solid crystals. $is adds 
an extra dimension to optical-lattice physics 
with ultracold quantum gases, which is 
already one of the most fruitful areas at the 
boundary of atomic and solid-state physics9, 
including the physics of phonons, polarons 
or momentum-space pairing of particles.

$e tremendous recent progress 
has now surpassed the limits in readily 
available theoretical models. In complex 

QUANTUM OPTICS

Crystals of atoms and light
Cold atoms and photons confined together in high-quality optical resonators self-organize into complicated 
crystalline structures that have an optical-wavelength scale. Complex solid-state phenomena can be studied in real 
time on directly observable scales.

Helmut Ritsch
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Figure 1 | Simulated stationary distribution of 
1,000 high-field-seeking atoms in an optical 
resonator transversely illuminated by laser light. 
The atoms self-order in a crystalline structure with 
Bragg planes (dashed diagonal lines as a guide to 
the eye) maximizing the coherent scattering into 
the resonator mode as predicted and observed in 
refs 1 and 2.
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Observation of Collective Friction Forces due to Spatial Self-Organization of Atoms:
From Rayleigh to Bragg Scattering

Adam T. Black, Hilton W. Chan, and Vladan Vuletić
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We demonstrate that emission-induced self-organization of two-level atoms can effect strong
damping of the sample’s center-of-mass motion. When illuminated by far-detuned light, cold cesium
atoms assemble into a density grating that efficiently diffracts the incident light into an optical
resonator. We observe random phase jumps of ! in the emitted light, confirming spontaneous symmetry
breaking in the atomic self-organization. The Bragg diffraction results in a collective friction force with
center-of-mass deceleration up to 1000 m=s2 that is effective even for an open atomic transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.203001 PACS numbers: 32.80.Lg, 32.80.Pj

The dramatic success of laser cooling and trapping of
neutral atoms has relied on light forces and scattering
processes that act independently on the individual atoms
in the sample [1]. Making use of Rayleigh or Raman
scattering from a diffuse gas, conventional Doppler and
polarization gradient cooling techniques deteriorate as
the optical density of the atomic sample increases. The
need for cycling transitions in these cooling processes has
also limited the number of accessible atomic species. If
the atomic sample is spatially ordered, however, Rayleigh
scattering by individual atoms does not correctly describe
the light-atom interaction. Rather, interference in the
light emitted by the sample that is associated with the
atomic position and momentum distribution can give rise
to greatly enhanced scattering rates, as in Bragg scatter-
ing. This raises the intriguing possibility of light forces
on an ordered atomic sample that cannot be modeled as
the sum of single-atom forces, and whose performance
may improve as the atom number increases.

From the point of view of optical gain, spatial ordering
of two-level atoms has been invoked to explain apparent-
ly inversionless gain mechanisms, as in recoil-induced
resonances and the collective atomic recoil laser [2–8].
Inside an optical resonator, ‘‘self-oscillation’’ in the ab-
sence of a probe beam has been observed for a driven
sample [7,8]. There, the initial atomic density grating
formation is due to field and atomic density fluctuations
in an atom-field system characterized by a collective
instability [7]. However, few experimental studies of the
atomic motion itself [9] have been conducted.

The atomic self-organization and collectively en-
hanced scattering are of particular interest in light of
efforts to use an optical resonator’s modification of scat-
tering rates to achieve frictional light forces [10–15].
Along these lines, Domokos and Ritsch have recently
predicted self-organization of driven two-level atoms in
the regime of strong atom-cavity coupling, accompanied
by trapping and cooling of the atomic sample [15]. They
further argue that, as the atoms organize, they make a
collective, symmetry-breaking choice between two
equivalent but spatially offset lattice configurations.

We experimentally confirm the predicted stochastic
lattice formation by observing random ! jumps in the
time phase of the Bragg-scattered intracavity light.
Moreover, we observe collectively enhanced friction
forces damping the center-of-mass (c.m.) motion of
two-level Cs atoms at peak decelerations of 103 m=s2

and light-atom detunings up to !6 GHz. Because the
collective damping force is present even on an open
transition and in the weak-coupling regime, we anticipate
the possibility of slowing samples of other polarizable
particles.

The experimental apparatus [Fig. 1(a)] and procedure
are similar to those described in Ref. [14]. A nearly
confocal optical resonator with finesse F " 1000 and
length L " 7:5 cm is oriented along the vertical z axis.
The cavity has a free spectral range of c=2L " 2 GHz
and a multimode transmission spectrum width of
about 200 MHz [14]. A retroreflected laser beam along
the horizontal x axis with waist size w0 " 2 mm inter-
sects the cavity center. This y-polarized pump beam,
tuned near the cesium D2 transition wavelength " "
2!=k " 852 nm, is derived from a tunable diode laser
and amplified to a power of 160 mW in a semiconductor
tapered amplifier, yielding single-beam intensities up to
I=Is " 4:6# 103, where Is " 1:1 mW=cm2 is the D line
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic experimental setup. Atoms falling
along the cavity axis are illuminated by horizontal pump
beams and self-organize into a density grating, emitting into
the cavity. (b) Cs D2 line. The atom approximates an open two-
level system Fg " 4 ! F0

e since the light-atom detuning is
much greater than the excited state hyperfine splitting.
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For short Toff , the relative phase is predominantly
!! ! 0. As Toff increases, relative phases of !! ! "
appear, and the difference f0 " f" decays with a time
constant # ! #11$ 3% $s. Optical-path-length drifts in
the interferometer then cause a slow decay in f0 and f",
and an increase in f"=2 to the 10% random-phase level.

Having confirmed a mechanism for the emission, we
investigate the forces on falling atoms interacting with
the pump light after the MOT is extinguished. The col-
lective emission into the cavity leads to strong damping of
the c.m. motion of the atoms, an effect qualitatively
similar to that predicted by Gangl et al. for atoms in a
multimode ring cavity [11]. The TOF measurements in-
dicate that, following emission, a large fraction of the
atoms is substantially decelerated (inset of Fig. 4). For
atoms with an initial velocity v0 ! 15 cm=s at the time of
illumination, decelerations of about 300 m=s2 are ob-
served, with typically a third of the atoms being slowed.
The TOF trace shown indicates a final velocity of 4 cm=s,
while those with the largest delays indicate that the cloud
is stopped before the emission ends.

For driven atoms falling at velocity v > 0, the mea-
sured intracavity power is modulated at a frequency given
initially by twice the atomic Doppler effect 2!d ! 2kv
(Fig. 4). This modulation can be explained as the beat note
between fields emitted upward and downward, which are
Doppler shifted by &!d. Alternatively, it can be ex-
plained by the spatial variation with period %=2 of the
atom-cavity coupling, whereby falling atoms cannot emit
at a node of the intracavity standing wave. The changing
modulation frequency then indicates the atomic accelera-
tion, as displayed in Fig. 4. These measured accelerations
are consistent with the TOF measurements. The peak
accelerations, up to "1000 m=s2, occur shortly after the
onset of the collective emission. Heating of the delayed
atoms is consistent with recoil heating at the photon
scattering rate into the cavity. While most of our data
are taken in the range "1:77 ' &a=2" ' "1:57 GHz,

we observe damping for pump-atom detunings up to
&a=2" ( "5:7 GHz, limited only by the pump intensity
needed to reach threshold. For blue pump-atom detunings
up to &a=2" ( 2:5 GHz there is collective emission but
no c.m. damping.

Since the pump-atom detuning &a is much larger than
the atoms’ excited-state hyperfine splitting [Fig. 1(a)], the
transition Fg ! 4 ! Fe can be treated as an open, two-
level system with decay to the Fg ! 3 ground state. If the
repumper counteracting the decay is turned off during the
application of the pump beam, the ensuing TOF traces are
similar to that displayed in the inset of Fig. 4, with a
similar fraction of 40% of the sample being slowed. For
an initial c.m. velocity of v0 ! 15 cm=s the Bragg scat-
tering lasts up to 200 $s, slowing the sample to a final
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FIG. 4. The emitted power (thin line) during the illumination
of a falling atomic cloud. The beat frequency is used to
calculate the deceleration (thick line). The inset shows the
time-of-flight signal, in arbitrary units, of atomic clouds with-
out (gray line) and with (black line) a 400 $s exposure to the
pump beam. Here the pump I=Is ! 420, &a=2" !
"1:580 GHz, and !c=2" ! "10 MHz. The atom number is
N ! 2:6) 107.
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FIG. 2. Simultaneous time traces of the intracavity
intensity (a) (arbitrary units) and field phase (b). The param-
eters are N ! 8:2) 106, &a=2" ! "1:59 GHz, !c=2" !
"20 MHz, and I=Is ! 440.
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FIG. 3. The fraction of pulse pairs with relative phase shift
!! is plotted versus pulse separation time. The solid circles,
open circles, and solid squares correspond to !! ! 0$ "=10,
"$ "=10, and "=2$ "=10, respectively. The parameters are
the same as for Fig. 2, except here N ! 1:3) 107. The inset
shows the two possible lattice configurations producing relative
phase shift !! ! " in the emitted light.
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Just as matter is used to control the 
propagation of light waves, light can 
be used to manipulate matter waves. 

In typical situations, such as when light 
is guided by lenses or mirrors or when 
particles are trapped by optical tweezers and 
laser cooling, only one of the two e!ects 
is signi"cant.

However, con"ning a cold gas in a 
high-"nesse optical resonator creates an 
unusual situation in which particles and 
photons dynamically in#uence each other’s 
motion by momentum exchange on an 
equal footing. $e particles create a dynamic 
refractive index that di!racts the light waves. 
$ese interfere and form structured optical 
potentials that guide the particles’ motion. In 
the simple generic case of high-"eld-seeking 
atoms in between two plane mirrors, one 
"nds a well-de"ned threshold illumination 
intensity above which the particles order in 
a regular crystalline structure. $ey form 
ordered patterns with Bragg planes, which 
optimally couple the pump laser into the 
resonator1. $is maximizes the resonator 
"eld and thus minimizes the potential 
energy of particles trapped around local "eld 
maxima. $e scaling of this phase-stable 
super-radiant scattering with the square 
of the particle number has been observed 
experimentally, and is a clear signature of 
such self-ordering2.

Sarang Gopalakrishnan and colleagues, 
reporting on page 845 of this issue3, 
generalize the description of these complex 
coupled nonlinear dynamics by considering 
ultracold quantum gases in a multimode 
optical resonator. Here, photons and 
atoms can dynamically occupy a large 
number of modes. Using a functional-
integral formalism adapted from quantum 
"eld theory, Gopalakrishnan et al. are 
able to derive an e!ective atom-only 
action from which they uncover a wealth 
of new phenomena in this generalized 
con"guration. One important result is that 
the phase transition to a crystal arrangement 
is "rst order and persists down to zero 
temperature. $is represents a genuine 
quantum phase transition that involves 
translational-symmetry breaking. It is 

analogous to Brazovskii’s transition — where 
a uniform spatial distribution abruptly 
transforms into a stripe pattern4. $is phase 
transition at zero temperature is solely driven 
by quantum #uctuations of the particle 
"elds, which are dynamically ampli"ed and 
develop into macroscopic spatial-density 
variations. ($is resembles the way that 
large-scale structures are supposed to have 
appeared from quantum noise in the early 
Universe.) $e spatial correlations and 
the form of the emerging structures are 
determined by the wavevectors supported 
by the optical-resonator geometry. With 
the help of extra con"nement potentials for 
the particles that are introduced by light 
sheets, the dimensions of the emerging 
patterns can be externally controlled. Models 
with several interacting layered planes can 
be implemented.

As an extra bonus, the set-up includes a 
built-in non-destructive monitoring system 
by virtue of analysis of the scattered light 
"elds. In particular, at near-zero temperature 
the scattered light contains clear signatures 

of the nucleation of new atomic quantum 
phases5. $us, real-time non-destructive 
monitoring of the dynamics of a quantum 
phase transition can be foreseen.

As cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) set-ups with single particles 
coupled to super-mirror resonators pose 
severe experimental challenges, theoretical 
considerations invoking degenerate 
quantum gases were long considered to be 
thought experiments only. However, using 
the recent exciting developments in the 
optical manipulation of ultracold gases, 
several teams have now implemented cavity-
QED systems involving Bose–Einstein 
condensates and super mirrors. Up to 
a million atoms at close to T = 0 can be 
trapped in the "eld of a few photons (or 
even a single one)6,7. $ese experiments 
enter the strong-coupling regime where 
coherent quantum coupling dominates 
dissipation by more than three orders of 
magnitude. Here, the optical potentials 
and thus the light forces have genuine 
quantum properties so that the light and the 
particles become dynamically entangled. 
As a consequence, the dynamics can lead to 
superpositions of light-"eld states associated 
with di!erent atomic quantum phases as 
an exotic form of a Schrödinger-cat state. 
$e strong coherent coupling of atoms and 
photons can also be used as a controllable 
prototype interface of photonic- and atom-
based quantum computing.

Whereas ultracold atoms interact directly 
only at close distances, the modi"cation of 
the light "eld induced by a single particle 
in#uences the optical potential for virtually 
all other particles in the system8. $is long-
range interaction can be tailored through the 
mirror geometry, and acts in a similar way to 
acoustic phonons in solid crystals. $is adds 
an extra dimension to optical-lattice physics 
with ultracold quantum gases, which is 
already one of the most fruitful areas at the 
boundary of atomic and solid-state physics9, 
including the physics of phonons, polarons 
or momentum-space pairing of particles.

$e tremendous recent progress 
has now surpassed the limits in readily 
available theoretical models. In complex 

QUANTUM OPTICS

Crystals of atoms and light
Cold atoms and photons confined together in high-quality optical resonators self-organize into complicated 
crystalline structures that have an optical-wavelength scale. Complex solid-state phenomena can be studied in real 
time on directly observable scales.
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Figure 1 | Simulated stationary distribution of 
1,000 high-field-seeking atoms in an optical 
resonator transversely illuminated by laser light. 
The atoms self-order in a crystalline structure with 
Bragg planes (dashed diagonal lines as a guide to 
the eye) maximizing the coherent scattering into 
the resonator mode as predicted and observed in 
refs 1 and 2.
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Observation of Collective Friction Forces due to Spatial Self-Organization of Atoms:
From Rayleigh to Bragg Scattering
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We demonstrate that emission-induced self-organization of two-level atoms can effect strong
damping of the sample’s center-of-mass motion. When illuminated by far-detuned light, cold cesium
atoms assemble into a density grating that efficiently diffracts the incident light into an optical
resonator. We observe random phase jumps of ! in the emitted light, confirming spontaneous symmetry
breaking in the atomic self-organization. The Bragg diffraction results in a collective friction force with
center-of-mass deceleration up to 1000 m=s2 that is effective even for an open atomic transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.91.203001 PACS numbers: 32.80.Lg, 32.80.Pj

The dramatic success of laser cooling and trapping of
neutral atoms has relied on light forces and scattering
processes that act independently on the individual atoms
in the sample [1]. Making use of Rayleigh or Raman
scattering from a diffuse gas, conventional Doppler and
polarization gradient cooling techniques deteriorate as
the optical density of the atomic sample increases. The
need for cycling transitions in these cooling processes has
also limited the number of accessible atomic species. If
the atomic sample is spatially ordered, however, Rayleigh
scattering by individual atoms does not correctly describe
the light-atom interaction. Rather, interference in the
light emitted by the sample that is associated with the
atomic position and momentum distribution can give rise
to greatly enhanced scattering rates, as in Bragg scatter-
ing. This raises the intriguing possibility of light forces
on an ordered atomic sample that cannot be modeled as
the sum of single-atom forces, and whose performance
may improve as the atom number increases.

From the point of view of optical gain, spatial ordering
of two-level atoms has been invoked to explain apparent-
ly inversionless gain mechanisms, as in recoil-induced
resonances and the collective atomic recoil laser [2–8].
Inside an optical resonator, ‘‘self-oscillation’’ in the ab-
sence of a probe beam has been observed for a driven
sample [7,8]. There, the initial atomic density grating
formation is due to field and atomic density fluctuations
in an atom-field system characterized by a collective
instability [7]. However, few experimental studies of the
atomic motion itself [9] have been conducted.

The atomic self-organization and collectively en-
hanced scattering are of particular interest in light of
efforts to use an optical resonator’s modification of scat-
tering rates to achieve frictional light forces [10–15].
Along these lines, Domokos and Ritsch have recently
predicted self-organization of driven two-level atoms in
the regime of strong atom-cavity coupling, accompanied
by trapping and cooling of the atomic sample [15]. They
further argue that, as the atoms organize, they make a
collective, symmetry-breaking choice between two
equivalent but spatially offset lattice configurations.

We experimentally confirm the predicted stochastic
lattice formation by observing random ! jumps in the
time phase of the Bragg-scattered intracavity light.
Moreover, we observe collectively enhanced friction
forces damping the center-of-mass (c.m.) motion of
two-level Cs atoms at peak decelerations of 103 m=s2

and light-atom detunings up to !6 GHz. Because the
collective damping force is present even on an open
transition and in the weak-coupling regime, we anticipate
the possibility of slowing samples of other polarizable
particles.

The experimental apparatus [Fig. 1(a)] and procedure
are similar to those described in Ref. [14]. A nearly
confocal optical resonator with finesse F " 1000 and
length L " 7:5 cm is oriented along the vertical z axis.
The cavity has a free spectral range of c=2L " 2 GHz
and a multimode transmission spectrum width of
about 200 MHz [14]. A retroreflected laser beam along
the horizontal x axis with waist size w0 " 2 mm inter-
sects the cavity center. This y-polarized pump beam,
tuned near the cesium D2 transition wavelength " "
2!=k " 852 nm, is derived from a tunable diode laser
and amplified to a power of 160 mW in a semiconductor
tapered amplifier, yielding single-beam intensities up to
I=Is " 4:6# 103, where Is " 1:1 mW=cm2 is the D line
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic experimental setup. Atoms falling
along the cavity axis are illuminated by horizontal pump
beams and self-organize into a density grating, emitting into
the cavity. (b) Cs D2 line. The atom approximates an open two-
level system Fg " 4 ! F0

e since the light-atom detuning is
much greater than the excited state hyperfine splitting.
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For short Toff , the relative phase is predominantly
!! ! 0. As Toff increases, relative phases of !! ! "
appear, and the difference f0 " f" decays with a time
constant # ! #11$ 3% $s. Optical-path-length drifts in
the interferometer then cause a slow decay in f0 and f",
and an increase in f"=2 to the 10% random-phase level.

Having confirmed a mechanism for the emission, we
investigate the forces on falling atoms interacting with
the pump light after the MOT is extinguished. The col-
lective emission into the cavity leads to strong damping of
the c.m. motion of the atoms, an effect qualitatively
similar to that predicted by Gangl et al. for atoms in a
multimode ring cavity [11]. The TOF measurements in-
dicate that, following emission, a large fraction of the
atoms is substantially decelerated (inset of Fig. 4). For
atoms with an initial velocity v0 ! 15 cm=s at the time of
illumination, decelerations of about 300 m=s2 are ob-
served, with typically a third of the atoms being slowed.
The TOF trace shown indicates a final velocity of 4 cm=s,
while those with the largest delays indicate that the cloud
is stopped before the emission ends.

For driven atoms falling at velocity v > 0, the mea-
sured intracavity power is modulated at a frequency given
initially by twice the atomic Doppler effect 2!d ! 2kv
(Fig. 4). This modulation can be explained as the beat note
between fields emitted upward and downward, which are
Doppler shifted by &!d. Alternatively, it can be ex-
plained by the spatial variation with period %=2 of the
atom-cavity coupling, whereby falling atoms cannot emit
at a node of the intracavity standing wave. The changing
modulation frequency then indicates the atomic accelera-
tion, as displayed in Fig. 4. These measured accelerations
are consistent with the TOF measurements. The peak
accelerations, up to "1000 m=s2, occur shortly after the
onset of the collective emission. Heating of the delayed
atoms is consistent with recoil heating at the photon
scattering rate into the cavity. While most of our data
are taken in the range "1:77 ' &a=2" ' "1:57 GHz,

we observe damping for pump-atom detunings up to
&a=2" ( "5:7 GHz, limited only by the pump intensity
needed to reach threshold. For blue pump-atom detunings
up to &a=2" ( 2:5 GHz there is collective emission but
no c.m. damping.

Since the pump-atom detuning &a is much larger than
the atoms’ excited-state hyperfine splitting [Fig. 1(a)], the
transition Fg ! 4 ! Fe can be treated as an open, two-
level system with decay to the Fg ! 3 ground state. If the
repumper counteracting the decay is turned off during the
application of the pump beam, the ensuing TOF traces are
similar to that displayed in the inset of Fig. 4, with a
similar fraction of 40% of the sample being slowed. For
an initial c.m. velocity of v0 ! 15 cm=s the Bragg scat-
tering lasts up to 200 $s, slowing the sample to a final
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FIG. 4. The emitted power (thin line) during the illumination
of a falling atomic cloud. The beat frequency is used to
calculate the deceleration (thick line). The inset shows the
time-of-flight signal, in arbitrary units, of atomic clouds with-
out (gray line) and with (black line) a 400 $s exposure to the
pump beam. Here the pump I=Is ! 420, &a=2" !
"1:580 GHz, and !c=2" ! "10 MHz. The atom number is
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FIG. 2. Simultaneous time traces of the intracavity
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Just as matter is used to control the 
propagation of light waves, light can 
be used to manipulate matter waves. 

In typical situations, such as when light 
is guided by lenses or mirrors or when 
particles are trapped by optical tweezers and 
laser cooling, only one of the two e!ects 
is signi"cant.

However, con"ning a cold gas in a 
high-"nesse optical resonator creates an 
unusual situation in which particles and 
photons dynamically in#uence each other’s 
motion by momentum exchange on an 
equal footing. $e particles create a dynamic 
refractive index that di!racts the light waves. 
$ese interfere and form structured optical 
potentials that guide the particles’ motion. In 
the simple generic case of high-"eld-seeking 
atoms in between two plane mirrors, one 
"nds a well-de"ned threshold illumination 
intensity above which the particles order in 
a regular crystalline structure. $ey form 
ordered patterns with Bragg planes, which 
optimally couple the pump laser into the 
resonator1. $is maximizes the resonator 
"eld and thus minimizes the potential 
energy of particles trapped around local "eld 
maxima. $e scaling of this phase-stable 
super-radiant scattering with the square 
of the particle number has been observed 
experimentally, and is a clear signature of 
such self-ordering2.

Sarang Gopalakrishnan and colleagues, 
reporting on page 845 of this issue3, 
generalize the description of these complex 
coupled nonlinear dynamics by considering 
ultracold quantum gases in a multimode 
optical resonator. Here, photons and 
atoms can dynamically occupy a large 
number of modes. Using a functional-
integral formalism adapted from quantum 
"eld theory, Gopalakrishnan et al. are 
able to derive an e!ective atom-only 
action from which they uncover a wealth 
of new phenomena in this generalized 
con"guration. One important result is that 
the phase transition to a crystal arrangement 
is "rst order and persists down to zero 
temperature. $is represents a genuine 
quantum phase transition that involves 
translational-symmetry breaking. It is 

analogous to Brazovskii’s transition — where 
a uniform spatial distribution abruptly 
transforms into a stripe pattern4. $is phase 
transition at zero temperature is solely driven 
by quantum #uctuations of the particle 
"elds, which are dynamically ampli"ed and 
develop into macroscopic spatial-density 
variations. ($is resembles the way that 
large-scale structures are supposed to have 
appeared from quantum noise in the early 
Universe.) $e spatial correlations and 
the form of the emerging structures are 
determined by the wavevectors supported 
by the optical-resonator geometry. With 
the help of extra con"nement potentials for 
the particles that are introduced by light 
sheets, the dimensions of the emerging 
patterns can be externally controlled. Models 
with several interacting layered planes can 
be implemented.

As an extra bonus, the set-up includes a 
built-in non-destructive monitoring system 
by virtue of analysis of the scattered light 
"elds. In particular, at near-zero temperature 
the scattered light contains clear signatures 

of the nucleation of new atomic quantum 
phases5. $us, real-time non-destructive 
monitoring of the dynamics of a quantum 
phase transition can be foreseen.

As cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) set-ups with single particles 
coupled to super-mirror resonators pose 
severe experimental challenges, theoretical 
considerations invoking degenerate 
quantum gases were long considered to be 
thought experiments only. However, using 
the recent exciting developments in the 
optical manipulation of ultracold gases, 
several teams have now implemented cavity-
QED systems involving Bose–Einstein 
condensates and super mirrors. Up to 
a million atoms at close to T = 0 can be 
trapped in the "eld of a few photons (or 
even a single one)6,7. $ese experiments 
enter the strong-coupling regime where 
coherent quantum coupling dominates 
dissipation by more than three orders of 
magnitude. Here, the optical potentials 
and thus the light forces have genuine 
quantum properties so that the light and the 
particles become dynamically entangled. 
As a consequence, the dynamics can lead to 
superpositions of light-"eld states associated 
with di!erent atomic quantum phases as 
an exotic form of a Schrödinger-cat state. 
$e strong coherent coupling of atoms and 
photons can also be used as a controllable 
prototype interface of photonic- and atom-
based quantum computing.

Whereas ultracold atoms interact directly 
only at close distances, the modi"cation of 
the light "eld induced by a single particle 
in#uences the optical potential for virtually 
all other particles in the system8. $is long-
range interaction can be tailored through the 
mirror geometry, and acts in a similar way to 
acoustic phonons in solid crystals. $is adds 
an extra dimension to optical-lattice physics 
with ultracold quantum gases, which is 
already one of the most fruitful areas at the 
boundary of atomic and solid-state physics9, 
including the physics of phonons, polarons 
or momentum-space pairing of particles.

$e tremendous recent progress 
has now surpassed the limits in readily 
available theoretical models. In complex 

QUANTUM OPTICS

Crystals of atoms and light
Cold atoms and photons confined together in high-quality optical resonators self-organize into complicated 
crystalline structures that have an optical-wavelength scale. Complex solid-state phenomena can be studied in real 
time on directly observable scales.

Helmut Ritsch
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Figure 1 | Simulated stationary distribution of 
1,000 high-field-seeking atoms in an optical 
resonator transversely illuminated by laser light. 
The atoms self-order in a crystalline structure with 
Bragg planes (dashed diagonal lines as a guide to 
the eye) maximizing the coherent scattering into 
the resonator mode as predicted and observed in 
refs 1 and 2.
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Just as matter is used to control the 
propagation of light waves, light can 
be used to manipulate matter waves. 

In typical situations, such as when light 
is guided by lenses or mirrors or when 
particles are trapped by optical tweezers and 
laser cooling, only one of the two e!ects 
is signi"cant.

However, con"ning a cold gas in a 
high-"nesse optical resonator creates an 
unusual situation in which particles and 
photons dynamically in#uence each other’s 
motion by momentum exchange on an 
equal footing. $e particles create a dynamic 
refractive index that di!racts the light waves. 
$ese interfere and form structured optical 
potentials that guide the particles’ motion. In 
the simple generic case of high-"eld-seeking 
atoms in between two plane mirrors, one 
"nds a well-de"ned threshold illumination 
intensity above which the particles order in 
a regular crystalline structure. $ey form 
ordered patterns with Bragg planes, which 
optimally couple the pump laser into the 
resonator1. $is maximizes the resonator 
"eld and thus minimizes the potential 
energy of particles trapped around local "eld 
maxima. $e scaling of this phase-stable 
super-radiant scattering with the square 
of the particle number has been observed 
experimentally, and is a clear signature of 
such self-ordering2.

Sarang Gopalakrishnan and colleagues, 
reporting on page 845 of this issue3, 
generalize the description of these complex 
coupled nonlinear dynamics by considering 
ultracold quantum gases in a multimode 
optical resonator. Here, photons and 
atoms can dynamically occupy a large 
number of modes. Using a functional-
integral formalism adapted from quantum 
"eld theory, Gopalakrishnan et al. are 
able to derive an e!ective atom-only 
action from which they uncover a wealth 
of new phenomena in this generalized 
con"guration. One important result is that 
the phase transition to a crystal arrangement 
is "rst order and persists down to zero 
temperature. $is represents a genuine 
quantum phase transition that involves 
translational-symmetry breaking. It is 

analogous to Brazovskii’s transition — where 
a uniform spatial distribution abruptly 
transforms into a stripe pattern4. $is phase 
transition at zero temperature is solely driven 
by quantum #uctuations of the particle 
"elds, which are dynamically ampli"ed and 
develop into macroscopic spatial-density 
variations. ($is resembles the way that 
large-scale structures are supposed to have 
appeared from quantum noise in the early 
Universe.) $e spatial correlations and 
the form of the emerging structures are 
determined by the wavevectors supported 
by the optical-resonator geometry. With 
the help of extra con"nement potentials for 
the particles that are introduced by light 
sheets, the dimensions of the emerging 
patterns can be externally controlled. Models 
with several interacting layered planes can 
be implemented.

As an extra bonus, the set-up includes a 
built-in non-destructive monitoring system 
by virtue of analysis of the scattered light 
"elds. In particular, at near-zero temperature 
the scattered light contains clear signatures 

of the nucleation of new atomic quantum 
phases5. $us, real-time non-destructive 
monitoring of the dynamics of a quantum 
phase transition can be foreseen.

As cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) set-ups with single particles 
coupled to super-mirror resonators pose 
severe experimental challenges, theoretical 
considerations invoking degenerate 
quantum gases were long considered to be 
thought experiments only. However, using 
the recent exciting developments in the 
optical manipulation of ultracold gases, 
several teams have now implemented cavity-
QED systems involving Bose–Einstein 
condensates and super mirrors. Up to 
a million atoms at close to T = 0 can be 
trapped in the "eld of a few photons (or 
even a single one)6,7. $ese experiments 
enter the strong-coupling regime where 
coherent quantum coupling dominates 
dissipation by more than three orders of 
magnitude. Here, the optical potentials 
and thus the light forces have genuine 
quantum properties so that the light and the 
particles become dynamically entangled. 
As a consequence, the dynamics can lead to 
superpositions of light-"eld states associated 
with di!erent atomic quantum phases as 
an exotic form of a Schrödinger-cat state. 
$e strong coherent coupling of atoms and 
photons can also be used as a controllable 
prototype interface of photonic- and atom-
based quantum computing.

Whereas ultracold atoms interact directly 
only at close distances, the modi"cation of 
the light "eld induced by a single particle 
in#uences the optical potential for virtually 
all other particles in the system8. $is long-
range interaction can be tailored through the 
mirror geometry, and acts in a similar way to 
acoustic phonons in solid crystals. $is adds 
an extra dimension to optical-lattice physics 
with ultracold quantum gases, which is 
already one of the most fruitful areas at the 
boundary of atomic and solid-state physics9, 
including the physics of phonons, polarons 
or momentum-space pairing of particles.

$e tremendous recent progress 
has now surpassed the limits in readily 
available theoretical models. In complex 
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Crystals of atoms and light
Cold atoms and photons confined together in high-quality optical resonators self-organize into complicated 
crystalline structures that have an optical-wavelength scale. Complex solid-state phenomena can be studied in real 
time on directly observable scales.

Helmut Ritsch
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Figure 1 | Simulated stationary distribution of 
1,000 high-field-seeking atoms in an optical 
resonator transversely illuminated by laser light. 
The atoms self-order in a crystalline structure with 
Bragg planes (dashed diagonal lines as a guide to 
the eye) maximizing the coherent scattering into 
the resonator mode as predicted and observed in 
refs 1 and 2.
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Just as matter is used to control the 
propagation of light waves, light can 
be used to manipulate matter waves. 

In typical situations, such as when light 
is guided by lenses or mirrors or when 
particles are trapped by optical tweezers and 
laser cooling, only one of the two e!ects 
is signi"cant.

However, con"ning a cold gas in a 
high-"nesse optical resonator creates an 
unusual situation in which particles and 
photons dynamically in#uence each other’s 
motion by momentum exchange on an 
equal footing. $e particles create a dynamic 
refractive index that di!racts the light waves. 
$ese interfere and form structured optical 
potentials that guide the particles’ motion. In 
the simple generic case of high-"eld-seeking 
atoms in between two plane mirrors, one 
"nds a well-de"ned threshold illumination 
intensity above which the particles order in 
a regular crystalline structure. $ey form 
ordered patterns with Bragg planes, which 
optimally couple the pump laser into the 
resonator1. $is maximizes the resonator 
"eld and thus minimizes the potential 
energy of particles trapped around local "eld 
maxima. $e scaling of this phase-stable 
super-radiant scattering with the square 
of the particle number has been observed 
experimentally, and is a clear signature of 
such self-ordering2.

Sarang Gopalakrishnan and colleagues, 
reporting on page 845 of this issue3, 
generalize the description of these complex 
coupled nonlinear dynamics by considering 
ultracold quantum gases in a multimode 
optical resonator. Here, photons and 
atoms can dynamically occupy a large 
number of modes. Using a functional-
integral formalism adapted from quantum 
"eld theory, Gopalakrishnan et al. are 
able to derive an e!ective atom-only 
action from which they uncover a wealth 
of new phenomena in this generalized 
con"guration. One important result is that 
the phase transition to a crystal arrangement 
is "rst order and persists down to zero 
temperature. $is represents a genuine 
quantum phase transition that involves 
translational-symmetry breaking. It is 

analogous to Brazovskii’s transition — where 
a uniform spatial distribution abruptly 
transforms into a stripe pattern4. $is phase 
transition at zero temperature is solely driven 
by quantum #uctuations of the particle 
"elds, which are dynamically ampli"ed and 
develop into macroscopic spatial-density 
variations. ($is resembles the way that 
large-scale structures are supposed to have 
appeared from quantum noise in the early 
Universe.) $e spatial correlations and 
the form of the emerging structures are 
determined by the wavevectors supported 
by the optical-resonator geometry. With 
the help of extra con"nement potentials for 
the particles that are introduced by light 
sheets, the dimensions of the emerging 
patterns can be externally controlled. Models 
with several interacting layered planes can 
be implemented.

As an extra bonus, the set-up includes a 
built-in non-destructive monitoring system 
by virtue of analysis of the scattered light 
"elds. In particular, at near-zero temperature 
the scattered light contains clear signatures 

of the nucleation of new atomic quantum 
phases5. $us, real-time non-destructive 
monitoring of the dynamics of a quantum 
phase transition can be foreseen.

As cavity quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) set-ups with single particles 
coupled to super-mirror resonators pose 
severe experimental challenges, theoretical 
considerations invoking degenerate 
quantum gases were long considered to be 
thought experiments only. However, using 
the recent exciting developments in the 
optical manipulation of ultracold gases, 
several teams have now implemented cavity-
QED systems involving Bose–Einstein 
condensates and super mirrors. Up to 
a million atoms at close to T = 0 can be 
trapped in the "eld of a few photons (or 
even a single one)6,7. $ese experiments 
enter the strong-coupling regime where 
coherent quantum coupling dominates 
dissipation by more than three orders of 
magnitude. Here, the optical potentials 
and thus the light forces have genuine 
quantum properties so that the light and the 
particles become dynamically entangled. 
As a consequence, the dynamics can lead to 
superpositions of light-"eld states associated 
with di!erent atomic quantum phases as 
an exotic form of a Schrödinger-cat state. 
$e strong coherent coupling of atoms and 
photons can also be used as a controllable 
prototype interface of photonic- and atom-
based quantum computing.

Whereas ultracold atoms interact directly 
only at close distances, the modi"cation of 
the light "eld induced by a single particle 
in#uences the optical potential for virtually 
all other particles in the system8. $is long-
range interaction can be tailored through the 
mirror geometry, and acts in a similar way to 
acoustic phonons in solid crystals. $is adds 
an extra dimension to optical-lattice physics 
with ultracold quantum gases, which is 
already one of the most fruitful areas at the 
boundary of atomic and solid-state physics9, 
including the physics of phonons, polarons 
or momentum-space pairing of particles.

$e tremendous recent progress 
has now surpassed the limits in readily 
available theoretical models. In complex 

QUANTUM OPTICS

Crystals of atoms and light
Cold atoms and photons confined together in high-quality optical resonators self-organize into complicated 
crystalline structures that have an optical-wavelength scale. Complex solid-state phenomena can be studied in real 
time on directly observable scales.

Helmut Ritsch

Bragg planes

Pump laserPump laser

Figure 1 | Simulated stationary distribution of 
1,000 high-field-seeking atoms in an optical 
resonator transversely illuminated by laser light. 
The atoms self-order in a crystalline structure with 
Bragg planes (dashed diagonal lines as a guide to 
the eye) maximizing the coherent scattering into 
the resonator mode as predicted and observed in 
refs 1 and 2.
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Density wave polaritons

1 Introduction: Tunable multimode Cavity QED

2 Density wave polaritons
Superradiance transition
Supermode density wave polariton condensation
Degenerate limit

3 Spin wave polaritons
Spin glass
Effects of loss

4 Meissner-like effect
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Superradiance in multimode cavity: Even family
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Superradiance in multimode cavity: Odd family

Dependence on cloud position
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(1,0), (0,1) modes broken by
matter-light coupling.

Atomic time-of-flight — structure factor
ψ(r) = ψ⇓(r) + ψ⇑(r) cos(qy) cos(qz)
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Degenerate cavity limit
Multimode cavity — light follows atom cloud

w0

x0

Confocal cavity: mirror image

x

y z

Single mode cavity, Gaussian.
[Vaidya, Guo, Kroeze, Ballantine, Kollar, JK, Lev, in preparation]
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Measuring atom-image interaction
Threshold measures U(x0,−x0), cavity Green’s function

Small detuning ε, short-range part U(x ,−x) = u(x ,−x) + u(x ,−x):

u(x , x ′) ∝ M∗ exp(−2M∗|x − x ′|)√
1 + ((x + x ′)/4M∗)2

, M∗ =

√
∆0

2ε

Controllable range cavity-mediated interaction
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Measuring atom-atom interaction

Two BECs,

vary x1, x2
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Long-range part of interaction

Atom-atom Green’s function at ε→ 0:

U(x , x ′) =
1
4

(
δ(x − x ′) + δ(x + x ′) +

1
π
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(
xx ′
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Output light, saturate intensity
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Spin wave polaritons

1 Introduction: Tunable multimode Cavity QED

2 Density wave polaritons
Superradiance transition
Supermode density wave polariton condensation
Degenerate limit

3 Spin wave polaritons
Spin glass
Effects of loss

4 Meissner-like effect
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Disordered atoms
Multimode cavity, Hyperfine states,

Heff = −
∑
µ

∆µa†µaµ +
∑

n

ω0

2
σz

n +
Ωg0

∆

∑
µ

Ξµ(rn)σx
n(aµ + a†µ)

Random atom positions – quenched disorder

Effective XY/Ising spin glass

Heff =
∑
n,m

Jn,m

{
σx

nσ
x
m Ising

σ+
n σ
−
m XY

, Jnm =
∑
µ

Ω2g0
2Ξµ(rn)Ξµ(rm)

∆2∆µ

[Gopalakrishnan, Lev and Goldbart. PRL ’11, Phil. Mag. ’12]Jonathan Keeling Multimode cavity QED ICTS, July 2017 19
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Internal states: Effect of particle losses

Dicke Hamiltonian: H = ωa†a +
∑

i

ω0σ
+
i σ
−
i + gσx

i (a† + a)

Adding other loss terms

∂tρ = −i[H, ρ] + κL[â] +
∑

i

Γ↓L[σ−i ] + ΓφL[σz
i ]

L[X ] = XρX † − (X †Xρ+ ρX †X )/2

Mean field: confusing result:
I Always: Normal state unstable for g > gc
I Γφ 6= 0, Γ↓ no SR solution

Γ↓, Γφ break S conservation.

[Dalla Torre et al. , PRA (Rapid) 2016, Kirton & JK, PRL 2017]
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Effect of particle losses

Wigner function W (â = x̂ + i p̂)
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Meissner-like effect

1 Introduction: Tunable multimode Cavity QED

2 Density wave polaritons
Superradiance transition
Supermode density wave polariton condensation
Degenerate limit

3 Spin wave polaritons
Spin glass
Effects of loss

4 Meissner-like effect
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Cavity QED and synthetic gauge fields
[Spielman, PRA ’09] scheme, hyperfine states A,B

H =
(
ψA ψB

)(EA + (∇−Qx̂)2 Ω/2
Ω/2 EB + (∇+ Qx̂)2

)(
ψA
ψB

)

Atoms
+Q −Q

A

B

Ground state:

E−(k) '
(k− (EB−EA)Qx̂

Ω )2

2m∗

Feedback
I Why?

F Meissner effect, Anderson-Higgs mechanism, confinement-deconfinement transition.
I How?

F Multimode cavity QED
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Meissner-like physics: idea

Follow Spielman scheme(
EA + (∇−Qx̂)2 Ω/2

Ω/2 EB + (∇+ Qx̂)2

)
EA,EB ∝ |ϕ|2 from cavity Stark shift
Ground state E−(k) ∝ (k−Qx̂|ϕ|2)2

I Multimode cQED→ local matter-light coupling

I Variable profile synthetic gauge field?

I Reciprocity: matter affects field

[Ballantine et al. PRL 2017]
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Meissner-like physics: setup

Atoms: i∂t
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+
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−E∆|ϕ|2 + i q
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)
+ . . .

](
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ψB

)
.

Light: i∂tϕ =
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δ

2

(
−l2∇2 +

r2

l2

)
−∆0 − iκ− NE∆(|ψA|2 − |ψB|2)

]
ϕ

+ f (r)

.

Low energy: |ψA|2 − |ψB|2 =
Q

imΩ

(
ψ∗−∂xψ− − ψ−∂xψ

∗
−
)

+ 2
E∆

Ω
|ψ−|2|ϕ|2

[Ballantine et al. PRL 2017]
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Meissner-like physics: numerical simulations

Atoms

Cavity light

Synthetic field

Consider f (r) such that
|ϕ|2 ∝ y .
Without feedback (E∆ = 0) for
field
With feedback

I Field expelled
I Cloud shrinks

[Ballantine et al. PRL 2017]
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Summary
Supermode polariton condensation [Kollár et al. Nat. Comms. 2017]
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